PLASTIC FROM THE EXPERTS.
YOUR BENEFITS:

THE POWER OF A STRONG GROUP.

In autumn 2017 HBW-Gubesch became the GUBESCH GROUP. How come? Due to continuous growth over the last few years and decades, we had reached a size that necessitated a restructuring and broader management of our family business.

As a full service company that will competently accompany you from the initial idea through to series production and after-sales service, our expertise in plastics is fully geared to your needs.

At our three locations in the Nuremberg Metropolitan Region, we cover the entire spectrum of plastics processing and are thus able to impartially advise you so that your production is as efficient as possible.

Come and see our plastics expertise for yourself by booking an appointment on-site!

YOUR BENEFITS:
THE WHOLE WORLD OF PLASTICS UNDER ONE ROOF.

+ over 40 injection-moulding machines for numerous types of plastics
+ can be combined at any time with various decorating processes in the DecoMolding section
+ thermoforming machines for sheet and roll manufacturing
+ a wide range of technologies for building prototypes
+ in-house tool and mould making
+ various coating options – paint, metal or print coating
+ consultation given during the entire process chain up to serial production
+ coordinated to your needs
YOUR BENEFITS: IDEAS WITH ADDED VALUE.

We develop processes that will give you a leading edge! Be it with more efficient production or with innovations and aesthetic products for you to win new clients.

Talk to us, tell us about your vision – we will make it a reality!